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ALERT:Â Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure

that youÂ select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products

exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not

transferable. In addition,Â you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and

use Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products. Â   Student can use the URL and phone number

below to help answer their questions:    http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home  

800-677-6337  Â    Packages  Access codes for Pearson&#39;s MyLab & Mastering products may

not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the

seller before completing your purchase. Â   Used or rental books  If you rent or purchase a used

book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may

have to purchase a new access code. Â   Access codes  Access codes that are purchased from

sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously

redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. Â  -- By connecting applications, modeling,

and visualization, Gary Rockswold motivates students to learn mathematics in the context of their

experiences. In order to both learn and retain the material, students must see a connection between

the concepts and their real lives. In this new edition, connections are taken to a new level with

â€œSee the Conceptâ€• features, where students make important connections through detailed

visualizations that deepen understanding.  Â   Rockswold is also known for presenting the concept

of a function as a unifying theme, with an emphasis on the rule of four (verbal, graphical, numerical,

and symbolic representations). A flexible approach allows instructors to strike their own balance of

skills, rule of four, applications, modeling, and technology. Â   0321900456 / 9780321900456

Algebra and Trigonometry with Modeling & Visualization Plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -

Access Card Package  Package consists of:Â Â Â   0321431308 / 9780321431301

MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card  0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside

Star Sticker  0321826124 / 9780321826121 Algebra and Trigonometry with Modeling &

Visualization  Â 
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First off, I used 's rental on this. The book was delievred within time and was satified with the seller

and the book itself. If you are wanting to save money, may I suggest going to the pearson web site

and just simply purchasing the on line access becuase all of your homework is done on line through

that access. There really is no need to have a book. pearson charges 90.00 or so for access.

I ordered this booklet for a course that my son will be attending in college. When I received the

booklet, I wanted to see it for the content. As a retired math instructor, I was disappointed. The

study guides and practice examples are good, but needs more indepth "step-by-step" instructions to

the final answer. Definitely not worth the cost of the book and the key to the website.

rental came with mathlab code! SCORE!

Very expensive textbook, but $50-60 cheaper than what my school's textbook store offered. It was

$230 at my university bookstore. There were no markings, and was in perfect condition.

The book itself was excellent but it turns out the access code is all I really needed and since this

was a used book the code was no longer good.

Amazing book went over concepts very wellI would definitely recommend it for a review of

everything taught in a high school

Book is good but mymathlab code is already used thanks  for false information as claim new
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